
Cake Smash

If baby is happy we will fill up the little bath with
warm water and a squirt of sensitive bubble bath.
Please stay close to your baby to ensure they are
safe.
A few images of baby splashing around. 
Baby will probably need another bath once home
to remove any icing residue.
I have a change table in the studio and a proper
bathroom available inside the house

The studio is tiny with large lights and
equipment, so please try to avoid bringing
siblings along to avoid overcrowding and
possible injuries or damage. 
Also, siblings usually can't resist wanting to
join in with the cake smash (who can blame
them after all, yum!) 
Extra children will only make it more
difficult for us to focus on baby and more
sticky fingers in the car on the way home
too.

First, some beautiful portrait shots of your
baby without the cake
We bring out the cake!
Baby investigating and tasting!
Get ready to help by breaking up the cake
and guiding them to feel comfortable
Expect to get messy! You may have to pick
your baby up while they are covered in
cake...

Please let me know well in advance if your
baby has any allergies, so that we can
tailor your cake to suit baby's needs.
We will never use nuts but can order dairy
free, egg fee or soy. 
Should you prefer to bring your own cake,
a discount of $50 can be arranged.
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Besides heaps of fun and heaps of mess, here is our list of some
other stuff you can expect during your cake smash...

P R E P A R I N G  F O R  Y O U R
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01 Baby's themed outfit (if using your own)
2 Towels and a face washer
Change of clothes for baby
Change of clothes for yourself
Body Wash if baby has sensitive skin
Sippy Cup & Snacks

What to Bring

What to Expect 

Allergies

The Bath Shots

Siblings


